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ABSTRACT 

 

Current clinical typologies may be not the best tool for properly categorising, describing, 

and explaining the origin and nature of language disorders. This shortcoming may reduce 

the effectiveness of the therapeutic approaches aimed to ameliorate the impact of these 

conditions. Here we claim for a biolinguistic approach to this problem. Biolinguistics aims 

to gain a confident knowledge of the biological underpinnings of human language. We will 

argue that clinical linguistics will benefit from a shift of focus in the line of the ongoing 

evo-devo turn in biolinguistics: instead of relying in the analysis of the phenotype in the 

adult state, more attention should be paid to developmental processes. Moreover, an 

approach to language disorders which heavily relies on concepts like canalization, 

developmental plasticity, robustness, evolvability or adaptive landscapes will surely help 

clinical linguists in clarifying, understanding, and explaining what they observe in their 

practice. We also expect that this fresh approach allows us to identify better 

endophenotypes of the disorders that can be used as confident hallmarks for an earlier and 

more accurate diagnosis. 
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1. CLINICAL LINGUISTICS: A MESSY SCENARIO 

On paper clinical categories like dyslexia or specific language impairment (SLI) 

refer to cognitive disorders in which only language becomes impaired and that can be 

distinguished from other similar categories at all levels of analysis (phenotypic, cognitive, 

neurobiological, genetic, etc.). For example, people suffering from dyslexia have 

difficulties to read texts and to spell words (Lyon et al. 2003). These problems are thought 

to be caused by the dysfunction of the phonological component of the working memory 

(Shaywitz et al. 1998). In turn, the brain of dyslexics show anomalies that are both 

structural (Galaburda et al. 1985, Deutsch et al. 2005) and functional (Shaywitz et al. 

1998, Maisog et al. 2008) and which concern to many of the brain areas involved in 

reading and spelling in the non-affected population (see Démonet et al. 2004 for review). 

Finally, most of the several candidate genes for dyslexia identified to date regulate axonal 

growth and neuronal migration in the cortex, plausibly accounting for the structural and 

functional anomalies attested in the brains of dyslexics (see Benítez-Burraco 2010 for 
review).  

Nonetheless, for clinical linguists things are usually less clear cut and more difficult 

to handle. To begin with, patients commonly show symptoms that are compatible with 

more than one disorder (linguistic or not linguistic by nature), to the extent that 



comorbidity is a frequent outcome of clinical practice. Using again dyslexia as an 

example, reading difficulties are observed in many cognitive disorders. Actually, dyslexia 

is frequently comorbid with other language disorders, including SLI (Smith et al. 1996; 

Catts et al. 2005) and speech-sound disorder (SSD) (Smith et al. 1996; Shriberg et al. 

1999; Stein et al. 2004), but also with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 

(Purvis and Tannock 1997; Shaywitz 1998). Secondly, people affected by one disorder 

generally display linguistic abilities (and are endowed with a linguistic competence) that 

are quite variable. In order to apprehend this variability different subtypes of the same 

disorder need to be posited, in which one (among several) specific aspect(s) of language 

becomes more impaired. However, variation is also observed throughout development, to 

the extent that affected children can switch from one subtype to another of the same 

disorder as they grow (Botting and Conti-Ramsdem 2004). As Karmiloff-Smith and Mills 

point out (2006: 585) “one cannot simply assume that deficits in the phenotypic outcome 

are the same as those apparent in the infant start state” (Karmiloff-Smith and Mills 2006: 

585). Importantly, deficits in performance may arise from cognitive deficits in a non-

direct fashion. This circumstance substantially increases the observed variation at the 

symptomatic/clinical level. Obviously, it substantially complicates the categorization of 

disorders. As Karmiloff-Smith puts it (2008: 693), “to understand any developmental 

syndrome, it is essential to distinguish between the behavioral phenotype (based on scores 

from standardized tests of overt behavior) and the cognitive phenotype (based on in-depth 

analyses of the mental processes underlying the overt behavior)”. In fact, “sometimes 

equivalent behavioral scores camouflage very different cognitive processes” (Donnai and 

Karmiloff-Smith 2000: 167). 

On the whole, it seems that different disorders (or different subtypes of the same 

disorder) may result from the same (broad) cognitive deficit, which can manifest 

differentially in different populations and/or environmental conditions (hence the alleged 

heterogeneity and/or comorbidity). At the same time, different deficits (that may be or 

may be not specifically linguistic) can contribute to the same disorder, this implying that 

clinical categories may be well construed as conglomerates of several cognitive deficits, 

yet characterised by substantially similar symptomatic profiles. Moreover, the diverse 

subtypes of a particular disorder may represent conditions in which one of such deficits 

prevails. Ultimately, in other different population and/or environment any of these 

underlying deficits can manifest as a different disorder (hence the purported heterogeneity 

and/or comorbidity). For instance, the dysfunction of the phonological component of 

working memory gives rise not just to dyslexia, but also to SLI (Bishop 2002) and SSD 

(Shriberg et al. 1999). Conversely, several other deficits have claimed to contribute to 

dyslexia, including problems with categorical perception (Serniclaes et al. 2004), 

difficulties for correctly processing (and discriminating between) brief acoustic impulses 

(Temple et al. 2000), cerebellar dysfunctions (Nicolson and Fawcett 2006), problems 

with visual processing (Lovegrove et al. 1980), or a dysfunction of the magnocellular 

pathway (Livingstone et al. 1991; Stein and Walsh 1997).  

Finally, it is frequently observed that problems with language in the affected people 

concern to quite broad aspects of language, to the extent that the attested deficits do not 

normally match the units, levels, or operations that underlie linguistic theory (Newmeyer 

1997). As a consequence, clinical typologies are not always acceptable under a linguistic 

lens. For instance, some speech therapists claim that three basic subtypes of SLI do exist: 

phonological, expressive and expressive-receptive (e.g. Rapin and Allen 1983; American 

Psychiatric Association 1994). Similarly, a syntactic-pragmatic subtype is also included 

in some classifications (Rapin and Allen 1983). However, these are separate levels in 

most usual accounts of language. 



Comorbidity, heterogeneity, and variability are observed at the neurobiological level 

too. Hence, the affected regions (structurally or functionally) in one disorder may well be 

impaired in people suffering from other different condition. Consider, for instance, the 

ventral portion of the occipito-temporal region. This area contains one of the two 

processing subsystems needed for reading that are located in the posterior region of the 

left hemisphere. Not surprisingly, this area is underactive in dyslexics during reading 

tasks (Horwitz et al. 1998; Shaywitz et al. 1998; Paulesu et al. 2001). However, this area 

seems to be involved as well in the recognition of faces and it has been linked to 

prosopagnosia too (Sorger et al. 2007; Dricot et al. 2008). At the same time, similar 

(abnormal) neurobiological profiles can be observed in different clinical conditions. For 

instance, an increase of the gray-matter density in the perisylvian cortex has been 

documented in ADHD, Williams syndrome, and fetal alcohol syndrome (Toga et al 

2006). All these conditions have diverse aetiologies and different neurocognitive profiles, 

but all of them encompass language deficits (Mervis and Becerra 2007; Rapport et al. 

2008; Wyper and Rasmussen 2011) and may be comorbid (O’Malley and Nanson 2002; 

Rhodes et al. 2011). Overall, it is not clear whether the involved regions are 

multifunctional by nature or perform instead some basic process that is recruited for 

language and for other cognitive abilities. Moreover, it is frequently observed that 

affected regions may give rise to mixed symptoms. Lastly, it commonly occurs that their 

boundaries are located differently in different individuals.  

Finally, things are not easier to interpret at the molecular level. Different candidate 

genes and risk factors for different language disorders have been identified to date. 

However, as we have seen in the case of dyslexia, it is not one but many genes that usually 

contribute to each disorder (polymorphism). Typically, several pathogenic variants of 

each candidate gene have been identified. At the same time, other polymorphisms may 

contribute to the language abilities of the non-affected population. Importantly, the same 

mutation in the same gene may cause the disorder in some individuals, but not in others 

(variable penetrance). Conversely, pathogenic variants of a gene may be well absent in 

people affected by the disorder (phenocopy). Moreover, the same mutation can give rise 

to different disorders in different populations, to the extent that candidate genes for a 

particular disorder may be found mutated in other conditions (pleiotropy). Ultimately, 

mutations in genes encoding proteins that are functionally related to one particular 

candidate (i.e. they belong to the same interactome) may give rise to different disorders 

in different subjects or environments. FOXP2 (the famous “language gene”) and some of 

its functional partners nicely illustrate this complex scenario. The linguistic (and the 

cognitive) profile of people bearing the well-known mutation R553H (KE family) is not 

homogeneous (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1995; Watkins et al. 2002). Moreover, several other 

pathogenic mutations of the gene, entailing diverse linguistic and cognitive deficits, have 

been identified thus far (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1995; Watkins et al. 2002; Vargha-

Khadem et al. 2005; Shriberg et al. 2006; Roll et al. 2010). Additionally, unlike FOXP2 

itself  ̧the mutation of CNTNAP2 (one of its physiological targets) give rise to canonical 

SLI (Vernes et al. 2008), but also to stuttering (Petrin et al. 2010), language and mental 

delay (Sehested et al. 2010), and autism (Alarcón et al. 2008; Bakkaloglu et al. 2008). 

However, some polymorphisms of CNTNAP2 also affects to language development 

(Whitehouse et al. 2011) and language processing in adult healthy people (Whalley et al. 

2011).Conversely, the mutation of SRPX2 (another of FOXP2’s targets) (Roll et al. 2010) 

gives rise to rolandic (or sylvian) epilepsy with speech dyspraxia (Roll et al. 2006) or to 

bilateral perisylvian polymicrogiria with dysartria and mild mental retardation (Roll et al. 

2006). 

 



2. UNSATISFACTORY EFFORTS (THOUGH STILL WORTH TRYING)  

To some extent, the problem reviewed above should benefit from the improvement 

of the diagnostic tools currently used in clinical linguistics. Specifically, it is important to 

maximize the linguistic nature of the experimental tasks used for the diagnosis in order 

to only evaluate specific components/operations of language that may be selectively 

impaired in language disorders. However, this is not easy to achieve. Actually, it may 

well be impossible if other cognitive devices besides language itself are involved in 

passing from competence to performance (Newmeyer 1997). At the same time, diagnostic 

tests should evaluate real neurolinguistic entities only. As we discuss below, in some 

cases the linguistic features, units, categories, rules, or computations under analysis 

(phonological features, agreement patterns and the like) may be not compatible with the 

sort of computations the brain is able to make in real time. A related concern is the 

reliability and relevance of the parameters under evaluation in the tests. For instance, a 

shortfall in repeating pseudowords or in generating inflected verbal forms have been 

proposed as core psycholinguistic markers for SLI (Bishop et al 1996). Nonetheless, the 

former deficit is also a relevant hallmark of children with dyslexia (Mayringer and 

Wimmer 2000, Quaglino et al. 2008), or with Down syndrome (Jarrold et al. 2000). At 

the same time, pseudoword reading could actually be a misinforming measure if either 

phonological processing ability or phonological awareness are to be evaluated in children 

below 4 years (Thomson et al. 2006). Concerning inflection, because different 

computational processes are involved in agreement, lower scores in tests evaluating 

inflectional morphology can be actually due to diverse underlying deficits.  

Moreover, several diagnostic tests may exist for the same disorder. If they follow 

different criteria, it can be (erroneously) concluded that the condition is caused by 

different underlying deficits, and/or is co-morbid with other language impairments 

(and/or other cognitive disorders), or (quite typically) that several subtypes of the disorder 

actually exists. A related concern is the fact that disorders are commonly diagnosized 

categorically (you have it or you haven’t). As a consequence, people having one disorder 

usually show symptoms that are not homogeneous (this ultimately explains why different 

subtypes of a disorder are frequently postulated; see above). In practice, clinical 

categories are cover terms for pathological groups that are diverse both symptomatically 

and aetiologically (see Parisse and Maillart 2009 on SLI). Because their definition 

commonly entails some sort of homogenization of the observed data, it is important to 

always rely on properly normalised statistical procedures when establishing them. 

Nowadays language disorders are usually characterised as continuous variables, that is, 

as specific intervals within a continuum also encompassing the linguistic competence of 

the non-affected population. However, we should always wonder about the biological 

reliability and significance of the clinical frontiers we may eventually draw (between the 

affected and the non-affected populations, across different disorders, or those delimiting 

different subtypes of the same disorder) (see Shaywitz et al 2008 on dyslexia for a 

discussion). 

Similarly, we need to improve the confidence and the resolution of the neuroimaging 

devices used for analysing the disordered brain. Current techniques do not allow us to 

always discern whether multifunctional areas are composed or not of different neuronal 

populations performing different kind of computation. Moreover, functional 

neuroimaging just provide us with (low-resolution) images of the physiological changes 

(in terms of blood flux, electrical activity, and so on) elicited by the experimental tasks 

used for the diagnosis. However, these pictures cannot be equated to the representations 

and computations that are important for language (and for linguistic theory). As Poeppel 



(2012) puts it, mapping is not explaining. In order to explain what we observe we first 

need to address two important shortcomings of current neurolinguistic studies. First, 

“[l]inguistic and neuroscientific studies of language operate with objects of different 

granularity” (Poeppel and Embick 2005: 105). Neurolinguistics makes broad conceptual 

distinctions (syntax vs. semantics, morphology vs. syntax, etc.), which usually involve 

the admixture of multiple components or processes of diverse nature. Second, “the 

fundamental elements of linguistic theory cannot be reduced or matched up with the 

fundamental biological units identified by neuroscience” (Poeppel and Embick 2005: 

105). Overall, we first need to spell language (and language deficits) “in computational 

terms that are at the appropriate level of abstraction (i.e. can be performed by specific 

neuronal populations)” (Poeppel and Embick 2005: 106) (we will return to this problem 

in section 3). Ultimately, if other cognitive systems besides language are compulsorily 

involved in passing from competence to performance, we should not expect that 

neuroimaging techniques provide us with ‘sharp’ images of language at the neural level.  

Finally, it is necessary as well to optimise the tools employed for analysing the 

molecular underpinnings of language disorders. Of course, the concerns raised above (in 

particular, they way in which clinical subjects are diagnosized) are also important at this 

level. However, these tools have different caveats and shortcomings For example, 

approaches based on quantitative trait loci cannot properly detect highly polymorphic 

loci. As a consequence, it may be wrongly concluded that the disorders is caused by the 

mutation of a few principal genes. Similarly, positional cloning just renders statistical 

correlations between specific phenotypes and genes. Nonetheless, this needs to be 

validated in other populations and environments. Finally, genome-wide analysis (GWAs) 

allows for identifying candidate genes across the whole genome, but strong statistical 

corrections needs to be implemented. 

On the other hand, we need to optimize as well current typologies of the disorders, 

both those based on symptoms and those based on their aetiology. Concerning typologies 

based on symptoms, because disorders usually show a continuous distribution, it may be 

worth taking into account the severity of the symptoms (see Monfort and Monfort 2012 

for a discussion). However, this may be not enough. Actually, we should expect that 

clinical categories still have different aetiologies. Moreover, some of them (or some of 

their subtypes) may be unreal if they merge units, levels, or operations of language. With 

regards to aetiological classifications, it has been suggested that clinical approaches to 

disorders may greatly benefit if different kind of data are considered: genetic, 

neurobiological, cognitive, and even evolutionary. However, as we reviewed above, the 

same dysfunctional pieces may be shared across disorders that have distinctive 

symptomatic profiles.  

 

3. EXPLORING NEW AVENUES 

The strategies reviewed above will surely contribute to a better understanding and 

handling of language disorders. Nonetheless, they could be not enough. (Some kinds of) 

clinical linguistics still relies on naïve approaches to the biological underpinnings of 

language and of language disorders. Hence, as we highlighted in the first section of the 

paper, gene mutations are expected to affect to brain areas involved in language 

processing only, and ultimately, to give rise to linguistic deficits only (e.g. Falcaro et al. 

2008). Similarly, language disorders are expected to be homogeneous categories (at all 

levels of analysis) across populations and throughout development. And this is not the 

case. In our opinion, we need an improved approach to language disorders in the spirit of 



the Biolinguistic turn in language sciences (see Boeckx and Benítez-Burraco 2014a for a 

review). Eventually, a change of focus (or a paradigm shift) may be also needed. 

At the very least, it is urgent to take both linguistics and biology seriously when 

analysing language disorders. On the Linguistics side, language disorders should be 

construed (and examined) in terms of the primitives (units and computations) that are 

central in current linguistic theories (of course, only of those that can be computed by the 

brain in real time). On the Biology side, some key lessons about the way in which living 

beings are organized and develop should be taken into account. To begin with, genes are 

not blueprints. Non-genetic factors also play a key role in controlling development. At 

the same time, development (and this is particularly true of the brain) is not fully 

predetermined before birth, since it also depends of environmental factors. As a 

consequence, the phenotype is always indirectly related to the genotype.  

Let us examine this problem in some detail. Genes just codify biochemical products 

(either proteins or non-coding RNAs [ncRNAs]) that perform specific functions inside or 

outside the cell. However, genes are not able to do this by themselves (not to mention to 

give rise to phenotypic traits!). Genes are transcribed into RNA and (some of them) are 

subsequently translated into proteins by a complex biological machinery. In conjunction 

with gene regulatory regions, this machinery determines when, where, and how much a 

gene is expressed, and which functional products are going to be synthesised (several 

functional products can be synthesised from the same gene, which will affect to different 

traits). We are just about getting a rough idea about the intricacy of this regulatory 

machinery. But we have recently learnt that gene expression heavily relies on ncRNAs 

and not only in DNA sequences and regulatory proteins (Mattick et al. 2009; Mattick 

2011). Additionally, it seems that development more depends on the transcriptional state 

of the cell than on genetic sequences themselves (Mattick et al. 2009). We are used to 

regard DNA mutations as the major aetiological factor of inherited language disorders. 

However, we have found that DNA is widely epigenetically modified, that is, it is 

modified to modulate how regulatory factors interact with it). Importantly, these 

modifications are inheritable too (Isles and Wilkinson 2000) and they have been linked 

to basic brain processes (such as neural proliferation and differentiation, and particularly, 

to neural plasticity), and eventually, to key cognitive abilities for language acquisition 

and processing, such as learning and memory (Levenson and Sweatt 2006; Gräff and 

Mansuy 2008; Mehler 2008). Of course, many internal (proteins, hormones, chemiotactic 

factors, etc.) and external (environmental cues) may affect the transcriptional (and 

epigenetic) state of a gene. Overall, we now believe that development (and ultimately, the 

emergence of pathological traits) more depends on the transcriptional state of the cell than 

on genetic sequences themselves (Mattick et al. 2009). 

Nonetheless, even if a gene is expressed in the proper place, time window and 

amount, a direct link with a particular phenotype is not granted. Gene products usually 

undergo posttranscriptional and/or posttranslational modifications, rendering different 

transcripts and/or diverse proteins or non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs). Very frequently these 

molecules need to be assembled in multimolecular complexes. Importantly, gene products 

usually interact in the form of intricate regulatory networks (Geschwind and Konopka 

2009). These complex interactions make the phenotype linked to the mutation of a 

particular gene pretty variable and hardly predictable. This explains why the mutation of 

one of these genes can give rise to different language and/or cognitive deficits and 

disorders, as we pointed out in section 1. Likewise, other diverse factors influence (the 

variability of) the trajectories ultimately followed by developmental processes. For 

example, viscoelasticity or differential diffusion and oscillation (acting in combination 

with basic properties of the cell like polarity or differential adhesion) modulate the way 



in which all the involved elements (proteins, ncRNAs, hormones, etc.) behave, interact, 

and function. This ultimately affects to basic dimensions of tissue development and 

organization, such as regionalization patterns, and eventually, to phenotypic traits 

(Newman and Comper 1990; Goodwin 1994; Newman et al. 2006). Lastly, 

developmental processes are, to some extent, stochastic phenomena. This is why 

“identical developmental processes [and consequently, identical gene sequences] in 

identical environments produce different outcomes” (Balaban 2006: 320).  

When it comes to the brain it is important to notice that this complex regulatory 

mechanism does not give rise to neural devices that are fully operative. On the contrary, 

additional changes in neural architecture are needed. They usually result from feedback 

effects from other brain regions or from external stimuli. Consequently, a direct link 

between language and the brain should be never expected. Actually, as we pointed out in 

the previous section, the neural devices resulting from development cannot be directly 

equated to (the neural substrate of) linguistic features or operations. On the contrary, 

“differently structured cortical areas are specialized for performing different types of 

computations, and [...] some of these computations are necessary for language but also 

for other cognitive functions” (Poeppel and Embick 2005: 112). This is why the 

impairment of any of these areas may affect to more than one cognitive functions and 

ultimately, give rise to symptoms that are suggestive of more than one (co-morbid) 

disorders. Incidentally, this disqualifies language from being a module in the Fodorian 

sense. On the contrary, language is a cross-modular cognitive function, resulting from the 

interface of diverse neuronal devices performing basic functions (Hauser et al. 2002; 

Balari and Lorenzo 2013; Boeckx and Benítez-Burraco 2014b). Such cognitive modules 

(as Griffiths 2007 calls them) are always the outcome of major changes in the brain 

architecture and function occurred during development under environmental cues, 

although their basic wiring is achieved before birth under genetic instructions (see 

Karmiloff-Smith 2010 for discussion). Consequently, we cannot go on construing 

disorders as static entities. On the contrary, we should expect that the phenotypic profile 

of the affected people (and the biological and cognitive machinery supporting their 

linguistic abilities) is different at different stages of development. As pointed out by 

Karmiloff-Smith (2009: 58): “to understand developmental outcomes, it is vital to 

identify full developmental trajectories, to assess how progressive change occurs from 

infancy onwards, and how parts of the developing system may interact with other parts 

differently at different times across ontogenesis” (Karmiloff-Smith 2009: 58). Moreover, 

similar cognitive profiles can rely on different brain architectures. As Karmiloff-Smith 

(2010: 182) puts it: “the same behaviour may be subserved by different neural substrates 

at different ages during development” (Karmiloff-Smith 2010: 182). Because there may 

be more than one way of implementing a (more or less) functional faculty of language at 

the term of growth (see Hancock and Bever 2013 for discussion), we (urgently) need a 

good developmental account of language disorders.  

 

4. A NEW PARADIGM 

The improved biological (or biolinguistic) account of language and of language 

disorders outlined in the previous section is more in line with how biologists think about 

development and evolution, how neuroscientists think about the brain and how 

psychologists think about cognitive development (and even how most linguists outside 

Chomskyan circles think about language). Nonetheless, further evidence suggests that we 

may actually need a new theoretical framework in clinical linguistics if we want to 

properly understand (and deal with) language disorders.  



We do believe that developmental processes are the key to understand what we 

observe in the adult state. As we noted in the previous section variation pervades language 

(and language disorders) at all levels, from genes to molecules to brain networks to 

psycholinguistic measures. However, it is crucial to note that variation is quite 

constrained too. And the same holds for developmental disturbances. In truth, the 

developing brain is able to compensate many kind of damage, to the extent that quite 

preserved linguistic abilities can be achieved in spite of many kind of mutations, brain 

anomalies and severe cognitive impairments (Sirois et al. 2008). Interestingly, while 

some aspects of language are nearly never disturbed or are always compensated (for 

example, basic phrasal rules), others are impaired in many (if not all) disorders (for 

example, verbal inflection). Ultimately, the number of language disorders is far smaller 

than the number of aetiological factors involved. Moreover, we observe that although 

disorders show specific symptomatic profiles, their prevalent symptoms usually result 

from the impairment of low-level, more generalized processes. Actually, we find in them 

diffuse effects on the brain architecture and function, and on different cognitive capacities 

(this being compatible with a greater impairment of certain functions). This is why 

disorders are better described in terms of the juxtaposition of impaired and preserved 

modules than as the outcome of anomalous associations across domains. Ultimately, as 

we have already noted, the linguistic profile of affected people changes from one group 

to another, and from one developmental stage to the next. Overall, quite preserved 

linguistic capacities can be achieved in spite of deeper cognitive impairments relying on 

different (and changing) brain architectures and cognitive abilities. At the same time, 

there are not so many ways of implementing language at the brain level. 

Our main point is that this messy scenario (as we called it in section 1) is easier to 

interpret if we move to a new theoretical paradigm, namely, an evo-devo account of 

disorders, which builds on the evo-devo theories that interpret the deep links between 

development and evolution in biology. Actually, what we observe in language disorders 

(to a greater degree than in the normal population) is that language is both sensitive to 

environmental changes (that is, plastic) and resistant to environmental perturbations (that 

is, canalized), both prompted to evolve (that is, evolvable) and resistant to modification 

(that is, robust). Whenever canalization fails to cope with developmental perturbations 

(deleterious gene mutations, brain damage, and the like), certain cognitive deficits arise, 

certain linguistic abilities are not properly achieved and/or certain developmental 

milestones are not reached or its acquisition becomes delayed because they are achieved 

via compensatory mechanisms. Plausibly, these anomalies only concern to neural 

networks that are endowed with less robust compensatory mechanisms because of their 

evolutionary novelty (Toro et al. 2010). Conversely, the components of language 

(genetic, physiological, or cognitive) that are more resistant to damage (and that are not 

affected in disorders) have a long evolutionary history. According to Gibson (2009), de-

canalization explains the high prevalence of complex diseases (including language 

disorders) among human populations. We believe that specific mutations, demographic 

bottlenecks and cultural changes caused a phase transition from ape cognition to human 

cognition that prompted the emergence of language as a result of the interface among 

basic cognitive blocks which are particularly robust after millions of years of stabilizing 

selection (Balari and Lorenzo 2013; Boeckx and Benítez-Burraco 2014). However, this 

transition uncover cryptic variation which increased the prevalence of language disorders. 

Moreover, because of its evolutionary novelty and the less resilience of the networks they 

rely on, these new interfaces are very sensitive to damage. Plausibly, this explains why 

the same deficits are found in nearly all disorders and why they usually concern to 



morpho-phonology and to the most demanding tasks in computational terms (e.g. 

agreement).  

Importantly, we also believe that the limited set of pathological conditions 

characterised by clinical linguists may be the only possible set of phenotypes resulting 

from the combination of the diverse factors regulating the development of the brain. In 

evo-devo theories these limited set of phenotypes are usually characterised as 

morphospaces or adaptive landscapes (McGhee 2006). We think that this fresh account 

of disorders may be of great interest for clinical linguistics. Accordingly, we should 

expect that each disorder is placed in a different place of the language morpho-space 

(which also includes the language faculty of the non-affected population). What we need 

then is to find the best parameters defining the language morpho-space. For example, we 

might rely on (aberrant) gene expression profiles in the cell to define the stable states 

attracted through development (remember that we expect pathological instances to be also 

stable ontogenetic states, but endowed with idiosyncratic, less functional properties). 

Another promising possibility is the kind of networks resulting from the measurement of 

the syntactic relationships between words (or morphemes) in the utterances produced by 

speakers in real conversations. This approach accurately characterizes language growth 

in the child as phase transitions in the syntactic complexity of her discourse. Different 

disorders are expected to show different, disorder-specific profiles in terms of the 

topographical features of these networks and the timing of the transitions (if any) between 

different kinds of networks, to the extent that they may work as robust endophenotypes 

or early clinical hallmarks of the disorders (see Barceló-Coblijn et al. submitted for 

details).  

Nonetheless, a better candidate for properly defining the morpho-space of language 

growth in the species (either pathological or not) are brain rhythms. Brain rhythms are 

primitive components of brain function and we expect them to be connected to some 

computational primitives of language, allowing to understand (and not just to localize) 

brain functions. For example, basic operations in Minimalism, like ‘Spell Out’ or ‘Unify’ 

(that is, the regulation of Merge by means of its interfacing with, or its embedding inside, 

the cognitive systems responsible for interpretation and externalization) (Jackendoff 

2002; Hagoort 2005), may be interpreted as the embedding of high frequency oscillations 

inside oscillations operating at a slower frequency (see Benítez-Burraco and Boeckx 2014 

for details). Similarly, some rhythmic features of speech have been related to specific 

brain oscillations (Giraud and Poeppel 2012). Importantly, the hierarchy of brain 

oscillations has remained remarkably preserved within mammals during evolution 

(Buzsáki et al. 2013). Consequently, we should expect that the human pattern of brain 

activity is a slight variation of the pattern observed in other primates. Interestingly, 

different cognitive disorders have probed to correlate with specific profiles of brain 

activity (Buzsáki and Watson 2012). We believe that these anomalous patterns may 

correspond to different points within the adaptive landscape of the language faculty. If 

we succeed in this translation, we may be able to diagnosize language disorders earlier 

and in a more accurate way, because each disorder is expected to result from a selective, 

disorder-specific alteration of the same brain oscillation grammar. Importantly also, these 

brain rhythms are expected to be highly quantifiable and heritable traits and thus, good 

endophenotypes of the disorders.  

 

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The paradigm shift in clinical linguistics we advocate for is not easy to achieve. If 

we really want to gain a better characterization (and understanding) of language disorders 



and also to optimize our therapeutic tools, we need to improve our current understanding 

of the biological underpinnings of the language faculty (disordered or not). In this we can 

rely in recent achievements of biolinguistics which is moving from a naïve account of the 

biology of language to more biologically-grounded views of language facts (see Boeckx 

and Benítez Burraco 2014a for review). Concerning language disorders and the new 

account we have argued for in this paper, we should persevere in several lines of research: 

i) disentangle the molecular mechanisms that channel (and fail to channel) variation at all 

levels, ii) improve evo-devo-friendly depictions of the modularization of the disordered 

brain; iii) optimize current models of the linguistic ontogeny of people with disorders; 

and iv) pay attention to emergent properties (and to properties that fail to emerge), since 

language is surely a complex system (Deacon 2005). 
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